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This report presents background information which will underpin the development of the Melton Integrated Transport Strategy. 

A literature review completed as part of the background phase identified that the most common themes of the Federal, State 
and local policies, plans and strategies for transport in Melton are: 

- Access to work and education is a major challenge in Melton and a common concern of precinct plans, activity centre 
plans and major strategic land use planning. Melton is a dormitory suburb and an exporter of labour.  

- Making transport more widely available is the dominant issue of economic and social inclusion in Melton’s transport 
context. The background data presented in this report shows how transport availability in Melton is car-dependent and 
highlights the limited uptake and availability of alternative modes of transport. 

- Using environmentally sustainable transport more is the most important environmental issue regarding transport for 
the City of Melton, although reducing the distances travelled to access people, places and goods is nearly as important. 
The information presented within the report details that all levels of government are encouraging the use of alternative 
transport forms and centralising services to reduce dependence on private motor vehicles. 

By 2046, Melton is expected to transition from a community of some 130,000 residents with two well defined regions of both 
population and employment which centre around Caroline Springs and Melton, to a continuous urban area with four distinct 
clusters of land uses, largely defined by the Outer Metropolitan Ring Transport Corridor and the Western Freeway and railway 
corridor, and the connection to Sunbury in the case of Diggers Rest. Satellite communities like Toolern Vale and Eynesbury will 
continue to be distinct settlements. By 2046, the population is expected to be around 400,000, with its demographic profile as a 
young, family-oriented region continuing throughout the period.   

Melton’s current two main areas of Melton and the Eastern Corridor have important contrasts in socio-economic characteristics 
which drive different transport outcomes. Parts of Melton are amongst the least advantaged in Victoria, whereas parts of the 
Eastern Corridor are amongst the top 20 percentile of socio-economic advantage. It is important to note that within these broad 
trends there is substantial diversity amongst individuals and households with regard to transport need. 

The transport network features an extensive network of existing and planned freeways and arterial roads, which have 
experienced steady growth over the past decade, predominately on the freeway network. The active transport network is 
extensive but has some gaps in connectivity and coverage of important activity centres. The public transport network has 
limited capacity. the rail network is constrained by single-track infrastructure which limits service provision to Melton at peak 
times. The bus network has gaps in coverage (new estates, limited bus access, and satellite areas), connectivity (Melton – 
Watergardens, Melton-Wyndham, Melton – Sunbury), accessibility (bus stops serving Rockbank, for example, are unsafe to 
access and remote from the township) and ease of use (lack of information on how to use the network’s connections, complex 
diversions, multiple route options, complex routes and different services at different times of day). 

Analysis of car ownership and use data shows that Melton has: 

- High car dependency: Melton residents use cars for 85 percent of their weekday trips, either as driver or passenger, 
both for their journeys to work and for travel generally.  

- Cycling has potential to grow: Despite the generally cycle-friendly flat landscape of Melton, cycling as a mode of 
transport is not significant in Melton.  

- Constrained time budgets for travel: Despite longer trips on the weekend, the average duration of trips is similar across 
the week, showing that average travel speeds are significantly less on weekdays, highlighting the impact of congestion. 

Based on a SWOT analysis, two major challenges for Melton’s transport network in terms of the Transport Integration Act are: 

- Car orientation is an issue of social and economic inclusion foremost, but with risks around economic prosperity and 
environmental sustainability. The high rates of car reliance are shown in the statistics, but the more subtle effect of 
subdivision layouts and site-specific planning means that many locations are arranged primarily around access by car. 

- There is a weak active and public transport network because of constraints and gaps in the public transport and active 
transport networks. As a result, employees can’t access employment opportunities in Melton itself; the poor regional 
public transport accessibility discourages business development in key precincts like Toolern, constraining the economic 
prosperity of Melton. The lack of accessibility and internal connections within Melton and to adjacent activity centres like 
Watergardens severely curtails access to social and economic opportunities, particularly work and education. 

 

Community and stakeholder perspectives 

Community and stakeholder input during the Background Phase highlighted a wide range of issues across all modes of 
transport.  
Table 1 Summary of community and stakeholder perspectives by mode 

Mode Community Perspective Stakeholder perspective 

Active transport 
- Walking 
- Cycling 

- Arterial roads identified as unsafe for cycling 
- More pedestrian crossings were identified as needed in 

town centres, close to general stores and shops, and on 
arterial and collector roads.  

- Despite these issues, considered to be one of the good 
features of Melton’s transport system.  

- More drinking taps, public toilets and lighting suggested 

- Gaps around activity centres, the 
‘last 100m’ not well provided e.g. 
to Woodgrove and High Street 

- Broad support for a regional trail 
network.. 

Public Transport 
- Trains 
- Buses 

- Need for more buses to connect Melton’s communities 
to each other and to key destinations outside Melton 

- Hourly services are not frequent enough to meet 
community needs, either for trains or buses 

- Coordination between train and bus services was 
regularly identified as poor 

- punctuality and reliability of both modes was an issue 
across the municipality. 

- a lack of bus shelters, vandalism, poor signage, 
potholed carparks, and lack of lighting contributing to a 
sense of poor personal safety were identified as issues 
at both train stations and bus stops. 

- Stakeholders support 
improvements in principle, but 
raised some practical challenges 
with the road network, 
development, and rail 
infrastructure constraints. 

- The railway is recognised as the 
backbone of the public transport 
network and critical to its 
success. 

- Stakeholders suggested 
prioritising railway duplication 
and the provision of increased 
V/Line services 

 
Road transport 
- Cars 
- Freight 

- Congestion hotspots on Coburns Road and other 
arterials 

- Intersections identified as a safety and congestion 
concern 

- Schools and railway station surrounds are problematic 
- Single road to Eynesbury and desire for southern 

connection raised 

- Importance of regional 
destinations such as Sunshine, 
East Werribee and the Western 
Intermodal Freight Terminal 

- Road and freight network 
perceived as currently working 
well. 

- Meeting rapidly increasing 
demand is a key strategic 
concern. 

 
 
In the next phase of the Melton Integrated Transport Strategy, the potential directions and suggested initiatives from this phase 
of the study will be analysed further and a ‘toolkit’ of potential policies, strategies and actions developed. Further community 
consultation will be an important part of the next steps. 

  

Executive Summary 
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This report is the first deliverable in the development of the Melton Integrated Transport Strategy (MITS). The MITS will be a 
strategic document which supports Melton City Council to: 

- Assess and plan transport needs in Melton now and in the future 

- Identify transport gaps in the network, and provide policy and strategic solutions towards overcoming these gaps 

- Develop a vision of the transport network for Melton when the community reaches ‘build out’, and provide steps on how 
this vision will be achieved 

- Provide a series of strategies and actions for Council to undertake to provide Melton with the transport infrastructure it 
needs. 

This Background Report seeks to provide Melton City Council with the following: 

- A snapshot of the transport system serving Melton, both within the LGA and more broadly, its strengths, weaknesses and 
gaps 

- A literature review of a range of relevant studies, policies, strategies and other documents, to identify ‘best practice’ with 
regard to Integrated Transport Strategies, and to fully understand other policies and strategies that will affect the scope 
and shape of MITS, and with which it will need to align 

- Identify roles and responsibilities of different levels of government with regards to transport 

- Understand Melton’s current and future demographic trends and concomitant transport needs. 

1.1 Context 
Melton City Council is one of the fastest growing municipalities in Victoria and Australia. Melton’s population is expected to 
reach over 240,000 by 2031, with an eventual population of around 400,000. This represents a fast and sustained rate of 
growth over the next 20 years. 

This rapid growth will have significant implications for Melton’s transport network. Presently, journeys in Melton and to and from 
the LGA are characterised by a high level of car dependency, infrequent public transport connections, and a large number of 
commuters leaving Melton each day for work. 

Broadly speaking, Council’s objectives encompass the provision of greater mode choice (and less reliance on car), and 
changes in land use and employment growth over time which will increase the opportunity for local residents to live close to 
work. The provision of more extensive and more frequent non-private vehicle transport choices will improve the quality of life for 
residents, and provide a higher level of access to services for those residents without private vehicles. The MITS will need to 
reflect these broad policy objectives. 

Transport Integration Act 

Much of the analysis in this report has been structured around the Transport Integration Act 2010, which is the key piece of 
legislation guiding the development of the State’s transport network. 

The Act outlines a series of objectives, with which transport projects and strategies should align. We have used the objectives, 
and the elements within them, as a framework for the literature review. The objectives of the Act are as follows:  

- Social and economic inclusion 

- Economic prosperity 

- Environmental sustainability 

- Integration of transport and land use 

- Efficiency, coordination and reliability 

- Safety and health and wellbeing. 

The literature review is framed around the first three objectives, which are the ‘triple bottom line’ objectives for the transport 
system as a whole; the latter three objectives reflect what the transport system should be like, and will be addressed in greater 
detail in later stages of the Strategy. 

1.2 Structure of this report 
The structure of this report is as follows: 

- Section 2 outlines the literature review 

- Section 3 contains a demographic overview of Melton 

- Section 4 provides an overview of the transport network 

- Section 5 contains an assessment of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in Melton’s transport system 

- Section 6 includes an outline of ‘good practice’ in local transport strategies 

- Section 7 provides a summary of community perspectives as gathered as part of the community consultation process to 
date. 

 

1.0 Report overview 
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2.1 Overview 
In this section of the report, state and local policies and strategies relevant to the development of the Melton Integrated 
Transport Strategy are summarised. 

The responsibilities for transport provision and operation vary across federal, state, and local levels of government. However, it 
can be useful to think about transport in terms of economic, social and environmental aspects regardless of which level of 
government is setting policies and identifying projects. 

The Victorian Transport Integration Act (2010) sets out a ‘triple bottom line’ framework that identifies the objectives of the 
transport system in terms of economic, social and environmental aspects. These objectives are summarised in Table 2.  
Table 2 The Victorian Transport Integration Act (2010) framework used in this literature review 

‘Triple bottom line’ framework Transport System Objectives 

Economic prosperity - Better use of transport assets 
- Improve access to work and education 
- Support business clustering 
- Provide value for money infrastructure and services 
- Improve business access to markets 
- Keep transport costs down 

Social and economic inclusion - Respond to user expectation 
- Make transport more widely available 
- Improve transport affordability 
- Engage and collaborate in planning and delivery 
- Support others to take action on transport challenge 
- Create a positive legacy 

Environmental sustainability - Reduce distances travelled to access people, places and goods 
- Make transport activity more resource efficient and reduce its environmental impact 
- Use environmentally sustainable transport more 
- Make transport infrastructure more resource-efficient and reduce its environmental 

impact 
 

As part of preparing this report, a wide range of state and local government policies, strategies and plans have been reviewed 
and their relationship to the Transport Integration Act framework identified. This report presents a series of ‘mind maps’ that 
summarises what each background document has to say about transport in terms of the Transport Integration Act framework. 
These are presented over the next three sections. 

There is a clear statement of the future transport and land use vision for Melton, encompassed in the West and Sunbury 
Growth Corridor Plans.  

Three major themes emerge from the literature review, which are of particular importance for Melton. Together they provide 
context for considering all background information about transport in the City of Melton. 

- Access to work and education is a major challenge in the City of Melton and a common concern of precinct plans, 
activity centre plans and major strategic land use planning. The City of Melton is a dormitory suburb and many residents 
travel outside its boundaries for work.  

- Making transport more widely available is the dominant issue of economic and social inclusion in the City of Melton’s 
transport context. The background data presented in this report shows how transport availability in the City of Melton is 
car-dependent and highlights the limited uptake and availability of alternative modes of transport. 

- Using environmentally sustainable transport more is the most important environmental issue regarding transport for 
the City of Melton, although reducing the distances travelled to access people, places and goods is nearly as important. 
The information presented within the report details that all levels of government are encouraging the use of alternative 
transport forms and centralising services to reduce dependence on private motor vehicles. 

2.2 Summary of policy roles and responsibilities 
Three levels of government have roles and responsibilities which impact transport and planning in the City of Melton. In 
addition to formal government, there is also a regional body which plays an active role in transport policy and advocacy for the 
City of Melton. Their roles are summarised in Figure 1. 

The three levels of government have varying impacts on transport outcomes in the City of Melton. The Federal Government 
does not directly influence the operations of transport within the City of Melton, but the decisions and direction of the Federal 
Government policy shape the broader economic climate in which other authorities make their decisions. The Federal 
Government will make decisions on transport related policy, such as taxation, regulation and major project funding that will 
impact transport. Other decisions, such as economic and climate change policy, will have a broad impact on various industries 
and sectors, of which transport is a part. 

In comparison to the Federal Government, the State Government has a larger direct role on transport in the City of Melton. The 
State Government is the main body for transport legislation that directly impacts Melton, and is the custodian of the overarching 
Transport Integration Act, which provides a framework for all strategic transport network development in the State. The State 
Government is responsible for main roads, public transport, freight and strategic land use planning.  The decisions made at the 
State government level will influence the decisions and plans of the regional bodies and local council authorities. 

At a local level, the local council has a large bearing on the day to day operations of transport and plans for the future within the 
framework that is set by the governments. They manage local transport, economic, land use and social issues. Council’s 
responsibilities include a wide range of social issues in which transport is a critical input or shaper of outcomes. For example, 
ageing, health and wellbeing, and local economic development strategies often have a vital transport element. Council also 
directly manages a large base of transport assets such as local roads, footpaths and trails, regulates parking, and controls local 
traffic management strategies. 

In Victoria, regional bodies have been established to support local government collaboration and partnership across larger 
areas. LeadWest is the regional organisation for Melbourne's west. It is a nonpartisan and not-for-profit, membership-based 
organisation. Regional organisations do not have any direct powers to enact or change legislation, policy and projects. 
LeadWest does, however, support local councils within its area with research and advocacy on their behalf. Despite not having 
any direct impact on the operations of transport in the City of Melton, they support the future requirements and directions of the 
local council. 

2.0 Literature Review 
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Figure 1 Summary of policy roles and responsibilities 

Council
Local land use planning
Social issues e.g. ageing, community learning, 
public health and wellbeing, youth
Housing diversity
Economic development and retail strategy
Local streets
Traffic management and safety
Parking, including fees and permits

Paths, pedestrian crossing places, bike hoops

Precinct land 
use planning

Federal
Economic policy
Most transport taxes
Climate change policy
Major project funding 
(roads and freight rail)
Truck regulation
Airports

State
Main transport legislation
Vehicle registration fees
Strategic land use planning
Freight and ports
Public transport
Freeways, highways and 
main roads
Strategic road safety
Major cycle trails

Travel demand management

Regional

Advocacy

Research
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2.3 Key policies and legislation 
2.3.1 The Transport Integration Act 

The Transport Integration Act 2010 is the key piece of legislation guiding the development of Victoria’s transport network. It: 

- Unifies all elements of the transport portfolio to ensure that transport agencies work together towards an integrated and 
sustainable transport system 

- Recognises that the transport system needs to be sustainable on a triple bottom line basis – that is, in economic, social 
and environmental terms 

- Recognises that a 21st century transport system should be conceived and planned as a single system performing multiple 
tasks rather than separate or competing transport modes 

- Provides a universal framework – a vision, objectives and principles – for integrated and sustainable transport policy and 
operations 

- Integrates land use and transport planning and decision making by extending the coverage of the Act to land use 
agencies (ʻinterface bodiesʼ) whose decisions are likely to have a significant impact on the transport system 

- Aligns the charters of transport agencies with the overarching policy framework. 

The Transport Integration Act is principles-based legislation. The Act outlines a series of objectives, with which transport 
projects and strategies should align. The objectives of the Act are: social and economic inclusion, economic prosperity, 
environmental sustainability, integration of transport and land use, efficiency, coordination and reliability, and safety and health 
and wellbeing. 

The Act also outlines decision-making principles to apply when planning transport. These are: integrated decision making, triple 
bottom line assessment, equity, the transport system user perspective, the precautionary principle, stakeholder engagement 
and community participation and transparency. 

Councils are classified as ‘interface bodies’ under the Act. Where interface bodies make decisions that may significantly impact 
upon the transport system, the Act requires that they have regard to the transport system objectives and decision-making 
principles. The Act does not prescribe the actions that must be taken by interface bodies but the expectation is that Council 
planning will follow the Act’s principles when designing transport processes. 

 

2.3.2 The Growth Corridor Plans 

The Growth Corridor Plans (GCPs) provide a framework to guide the planning of new communities in each of the Growth 
Corridors. These Plans set out the strategic direction for future urban development in the Growth Corridors over the next 30 to 
40 years. The intention of these plans are to guide and inform future decisions regarding urban development and infrastructure 
that may be required to service these new communities over the long term. 

Two Growth Corridor Plans cover the City of Melton. The Sunbury-Diggers Rest Growth Corridor Plan covers Diggers Rest; the 
West Growth Corridor Plan covers the balance of the City inside the Urban Growth Boundary. 

The principles underpinning the Growth Corridor Plans are: 

1) Create diverse and vibrant new urban communities; 

2) Integrate transport and land use planning; 

3) Plan for local employment creation; 

4) Create growth corridors with high amenity and characters; 

5) Protect biodiversity, water-ways and cultural heritage values; 

6) Create integrated open space networks; 

7) Plan for environmental sustainability; 

8) Stage development to ensure the efficient and orderly provision of infrastructure and services. 

The Growth Corridor Plans for the City of Melton set an overarching vision to respond to these challenges. They show major 
transport projects, transport network development initiatives, and land use directions across the City of Melton and its 

neighbouring areas. The Growth Corridor Plans identify large areas of land for employment associated with the planned 
Toolern town centre, the Western Intermodal Freight Terminal and the Outer Metropolitan Ring Transport Corridor.  

Residential land use development is supported by: 

- a comprehensive grid network of arterial roads, with ongoing planning around the relationship between arterial roads, 
existing and planned freeway corridors, and grade separations for railway corridors 

- a planned on-road public transport network,  

- the extension of suburban trains to Diggers Rest and Sunbury in 2013, the construction of the Regional Rail Link with 
services planned to start in 2015, and the future duplication and electrification of the Melton rail corridor; and 

- a regional creek and waterway- based trail network.  

Together, this strategic transport network provides connectivity between districts and connects residents to employment 
opportunities. 

The following parts of the road network will have freight movement as a key function: 

- Western Freeway 

- Princes Freeway 

- The Outer Metropolitan Ring Transport Corridor 

- Boundary Road 

- East-West Link 

- Palmers Road. 

More detailed precinct planning for transport and land use is completed through the Precinct Structure Plans, which have been 
completed for Toolern, Toolern Park, Rockbank North, Taylors Hill West, Melton North and Diggers Rest.  

Key government stakeholders consulted during the preparation of this background paper included the Metropolitan Planning 
Authority, VicRoads and Public Transport Victoria. These agencies all cited the Growth Corridor Plan as the principal statement 
of the future strategic transport network for the City of Melton. Key transport linkages included in the Plan as identified by State 
Government agencies include: 

- General connections to Watergardens, Sunshine, Footscray, East Werribee Employment Precinct, and the Western 
Intermodal Freight Terminal / Western Industrial precinct, as a means for Melton residents to access concentrations of 
jobs closer than Melbourne’s Central Business District 

- The Melton Rail Corridor, identified by some agencies as the most important piece of infrastructure for enabling a broad 
range of transport and land use enabling outcomes across social, economic and environmental considerations 

- Strategic initiatives located outside Melton that would support network development within Melton e.g. infill railway 
stations on Sunbury railway line inside the City of Brimbank, connecting to the arterial road network into the City of 
Melton. 

- The Melton Highway to Watergardens, which is recognised as strategically important. However, its location on the Urban 
Growth Boundary means it is difficult to use it efficiently for public transport services. 

- The planned arterial road grid network. Agencies recognised that this is a significant achievement but there are practical 
planning issues to resolve with regard to corridor acquisition, land use integration, and timing. 

The Growth Corridor Plans and Precinct Structure Plans are critical to the future economic, social and environmental 
sustainability of Melton, and a mosaic of the completed plans are shown in summary in the following map. 
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Figure 2 Growth Corridor Plans (Source: Metropolitan Planning Authority) 
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2.3.3 City of Melton’s main policies 

Council Plan 2013-2017 

The Melton City Council Plan 2013-2017 is the base of the City’s policy development, decision making and community 
accountability. The Council Plan provides direction to the Council and to the community, local service providers, other levels of 
government and stakeholders. The plan represents the priorities in moving toward achievement of the Council vision over the 
next four years, by detailing directions and outcomes of Council. 

The Council has developed four strategic themes for the Council Plan 2013-2017. These themes focus on future investment, 
enable a connection with the community, support transparent and accountable management and provide a strategically 
planned place to work live and play. These four themes are: 

1) Managing our Growth – A clear vision to connect and develop a sustainable City; 

2) A Well Governed and Leading Organisation – Operating with innovation, transparency, accountability and sustainability; 

3) Diverse, Confident and Inclusive Communities – A culturally rich, active, safe and connected City; and 

4) Community Health and Wellbeing – A City of people leading healthy and happy lives. 

Theme number 1 in particular has highlighted that transport is a key contributor to social, cultural, health and economic 
sustainability. The plan has also identified the need for timely provision of transport services and road networks to improve 
community connectivity and mobility, with a focus on connecting public transport systems through existing areas, and gaining 
early public transport delivery into new growth areas, particularly areas which are transport underprivileged. 

Key transport related strategies include to: 

- Advocate for the early delivery of Principal Public Transport Networks and associated infrastructure to increase 
accessibility; 

- Partner to deliver an integrated road network in new and existing communities; and 

- Advocate for the duplication and electrification of the Melbourne line to Melton and greater frequency connecting the city 
with other destinations. 

Municipal Health and Wellbeing Plan 

The Health and Wellbeing Plan identifies and responds to priority issues and community needs in improving health and 
wellbeing. It addresses the legislative requirement to prepare a municipal public health and wellbeing plan every four years. 

The Health and Wellbeing Plan’s strategic directions are aligned to the Melton City Council Plan 2013-2017. The alignment is 
summarised in Table 3: 
Table 3 Alignment of the Council Plan and Health and Wellbeing Plan 

Council Plan Themes Health and Wellbeing Plan Themes 

Managing our Growth Healthy Places 

A Well Governed and Leading Organisation A Healthy Community 

Diverse, Confident and Inclusive Communities Healthy People 

Community Health and Wellbeing Healthy Lifestyles 
 

The Health and Wellbeing Plan identifies that the City of Melton faces challenges with transport limitations and access to public 
transport. The Plan expresses Council’s commitment to working to improve transport access to employment, education and 
health, especially for the transport disadvantaged. 

The active and sustainable transport strategies listed under theme 1 include: 

- Advocate for the early delivery of the Principal Public Transport networks and associated infrastructure to increase 
accessibility; 

- Encourage use of sustainable and active transport modes; and 

- Improve community access to service in areas of high transport disadvantage through a shared service model of transport 
assets and outreach services. 

Municipal Strategic Statement 

A Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) contains the strategic planning, land use and development objectives of the 
municipality and the strategies for achieving them. It is effectively the basis for the use of zones and other land use controls 
within the planning scheme. 

Melton City Council’s in-force Municipal Strategic Statement identifies the planning objectives shown in Table 4 as the key land 
use planning objectives. ‘Efficient and integrated transport infrastructure’ is seen as an enabler of the outcome of people having 
a choice of ways to move in and around Melton. Transport would be staged to align with urban development, support vibrant 
retail centres, and minimise impacts on the environment and heritage.  
Table 4 Planning objectives from Melton City Council’s Municipal Strategic Statement 

Key issues Planning objectives 

Residential land use - To create sustainable and liveable communities that are 
attractive and desirable places in which to live. 

- To recognise the importance of housing diversity in 
achieving Council’s commitment to a ‘Sustainable City’. 

A Sustainable Environment - To protect and conserve the environmental resources 
and assets of the City for the benefit of current and 
future communities. 

- Recreation and Open Space Networks: To provide 
recreation and open space networks that cater for a 
variety of lifecycle needs. 

Urban Development  -Staging and Patterns - To ensure that infrastructure is designed and provided in 
an efficient and timely manner and the development of 
urban areas reflect sound planning principles and 
practices. 

Employment - To create an environment conducive to economic growth 
and wealth generation. 

Retailing - To encourage the growth and development of vibrant 
and dynamic retail centres. 

Transport and Movement - To develop an efficient and integrated transport 
infrastructure that allows people choice about how they 
move within and through the City. 

Rural Land Use - To preserve the integrity of the City’s rural land for 
sustainable and efficient rural land use. 

Areas of Historical, Cultural and Environmental Significance - To protect and enhance areas of environmental, 
historical and cultural significance and sensitivity. 

 

Melton City Council is in the process of comprehensively updating its Municipal Strategic Statement to reflect the significant 
changes in Melton’s strategic direction following the introduction of the Growth Corridor Plans (see section 2.3.2). The 
preparation of the Integrated Transport Strategy is part of this process. 
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2.4 Policies, plans and the Transport Integration Act 
In the next three sections of this report, the role of the different levels of government and regional bodies in transport, and the 
way policies and plans have tackled Melton’s economic, environmental and social transport needs in accordance with the 
Transport Integration Act are summarised. 

2.4.1 Economic prosperity and transport in Melton 

Figure 3 provides a visual representation of how recent transport policies and strategies in the Melton region relate to the 
Transport Integration Act’s theme of economic prosperity. The objectives are shown in the centre of the mind map as follows: 

- Better use of transport assets 

- Improve access to work and education 

- Support business clustering 

- Provide value for money infrastructure and services 

- Improve business access to markets 

- Keep transport costs down 

Each strategy and plan has a link in the mind map to the economic objectives that are discussed in the document. Table 5 
summarises each theme and details what sector/s of government are the driving force for Melton. 
Table 5 Analysis of economic prosperity and transport in Melton 

Economic 
prosperity 
objective 

Percentage of 
documents 
identifying the 
objective 

Typical reference document Comment 

Better use of 
transport assets 

67% - Rail, bus and freight plans 
- Local precinct structure 

and growth plans 

Improvement in the frequency of services as well 
as modal coordination is mentioned in a range of 
the documents and in particularly emphasised in 
the precinct structure plans. 
 
The possibility of increased freight movement 
efficiency is an important State priority but is not 
emphasised by local documents. 

Improve access to 
work and education 

78% - Local precinct structure 
and growth plans; 

- Region based strategic 
action and activity centre 
strategies 

- State planning documents 

There is a consensus among the documentation 
review that improvements are required with 
access to employment, education and health. 
This is important across a variety of transport 
modes. 

Support business 
clustering 

22% - Local growth and structure 
plans 

The development of job centres and employment 
precincts, as well as industrial areas with good 
access to transport. 

Provide value for 
money 
infrastructure and 
services 

0% - N/A The theme of value for money of infrastructure 
and services is not specifically mentioned within 
any of the documentation reviewed. 

Improve business 
access to markets 

11% - Rail and Freight 
development plans 

Melton would be the gateway to regional Victoria 
and interstate for freight if the Western 
Intermodal Freight Terminal is developed. 

Keep transport 
costs down 

22% - Freight plans; precinct 
structure plans 

Improving transport infrastructure to be 
orientated around key employment areas is a key 
direction. 

 

 

The majority of the economic prosperity themes for Melton are in relation to improving the current assets and the efficiency of 
infrastructure. Another issue is that the value for money of infrastructure and services is not discussed in the documents 
reviewed. In the context of Melton, where the need for transport infrastructure is very high, value for money drives 
government’s ability to deliver the amount and quality of transport required. Although value for money is not directly addressed 
by the strategies reviewed, the prioritisation of infrastructure and services implies a great deal about the perceived value for 
money proposition of transport initiatives. 
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Figure 3 Literature review: the Transport Integration Act, ‘Economic prosperity’ theme 
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2.4.2 Social and economic inclusion and transport in Melton 

Figure 4 provides a visual representation of how recent transport policies and strategies in the Melton region relate to the 
Transport Integration Act’s theme of social and economic inclusion. The objectives are shown in the centre of the mind map as 
follows: 

- Respond to user expectations 

- Make transport more widely available 

- Improve transport affordability 

- Engage and collaborate in planning and delivery 

- Support others to take action on transport challenge 

- Create a positive legacy 

Each strategy and plan has a link in the mind map to the social and economic inclusion objectives that are discussed in the 
document. Table 6 summarises each theme and details what sector/s of government are the driving force for Melton. 
Table 6 Analysis of social and economic inclusion and transport in Melton 

Social and 
economic 
inclusion 
objective 

Percentage of 
documents 
identifying the 
objective 

Typical reference document Comment 

Respond to user 
expectations 

42% Local structure, growth and 
service plans 

Improving service coverage and efficiency, whilst 
also having an eye to the future and potential 
changes and growth. 

Make transport 
more widely 
available 

71% Local and Regional Planning 
documents 

Trying to improve the availability of transport for 
the future projected population and employment 
growth. 

Improve transport 
affordability 

8% Precinct structure guidelines Keeping jobs close to home and increasing the 
use of public transport, cycling and walking 

Engage and 
collaborate in 
planning and 
delivery 

8% City council Looking for partnerships to deliver integrated 
private and public transport networks 

Support others to 
take action on 
transport challenge 

50% A range of documents across 
local, regional and state 
organisations 

All levels of government are trying to ensure 
there is a united and combined front to attack the 
challenges posed by transport in the future. 

Create a positive 
legacy 

4% State government metropolitan 
plan 

Looking to assist in developing Melton into a 
major metropolitan centre 

 

The general theme of the documentation is aimed at tackling the issue of transport requirements in the future, considering the 
significant forecast growth in population and employment in the region. It is important that future transport infrastructure and 
services are to be wide ranging and efficient, and there is comment from all levels of government that this approach should be 
supported by all parties (governments and residents). 

In contrast to the suggestion of supporting each other in achieving transport goals, there are few specific initiatives to engage 
and collaborate on transport issues. There is also a low level of focus on the positive legacy opportunities in transport system 
development, although the document that most directly raises this issue is Plan Melbourne, the State’s important overarching 
metropolitan strategy. The issue of the potential affordability of transport is also generally addressed indirectly with a focus on 
reducing distance travelled and increasing the use of public transport, cycling and walking. 
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Figure 4 Literature review: the Transport Integration Act, ‘Social and economic inclusion’ theme 
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2.4.3 Environmental sustainability and transport in Melton 

Figure 5 provides a visual representation of how recent transport policies and strategies in the Melton region relate to the 
Transport Integration Act’s theme of environmental sustainability. The themes are: 

- Reduce distances travelled to access people, places and goods 

- Make transport activity more resource efficient and reduce its environmental impact 

- Use environmentally sustainable transport more 

- Make transport infrastructure more resource-efficient and reduce its environmental impact 

Each strategy and plan has a link in the mind map to the environmental sustainability objectives that are discussed in the 
document.  Table 7 summarises each theme and details what sector/s of government are the driving force for Melton. 
Table 7 Analysis of sustainability in Melton 

Environmental 
sustainability 
objective 

Percentage of 
documents 
identifying the 
objective 

Typical reference document Comment 

Reduce distances 
travelled to access 
people, places and 
goods 

56% Range of state, regional and 
local documents 

Highlighting the benefits of activity centres which 
can act as employment and residential hubs, 
reducing the dispersions of key areas and 
reducing the required distance travelled. 

Make transport 
activity more 
resource efficient 
and reduce its 
environmental 
impact 

20% State government based papers Looking at the minimisation of freight 
requirements through the clumping of 
employment and business areas. Coupled with 
the option of locating these business areas near 
employment to reduce the personal journey time. 

Use 
environmentally 
sustainable 
transport more 

64% Documents released by all 
levels of government 

There is a general push for the use of more 
environmentally sustainable transport across all 
transport modes. 

Make transport 
infrastructure more 
resource-efficient 
and reduce its 
environmental 
impact 

4% Local structure plan Promote the use of alternative transport (walking 
and cycling) between neighbourhoods 

 

In general, there is a push from all levels of government to increase the use of environmentally sustainable transport, coupled 
with the reduction of distances required to travel to access people, goods and places. This focus aligns well with the issue of 
car orientation highlighted later in this background report (see section 5.4). It is interesting that there is less of an initiative being 
taken for the resource efficiency of transport activities and transport infrastructure; this may be an area for further strategy 
development. 
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Figure 5 Literature review: the Transport Integration Act, ‘Sustainability’ theme 
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3.1 Current population and employment 
Within the City of Melton (Figure 7), there are two well defined centres of population and employment around the Eastern 
Corridor (Caroline Springs, Taylors Hill and Burnside) and Melton Township (Melton, Melton South, Brookfield and Kurunjang). 
The different spatial characteristics of the two areas mean they have very different transport needs. Connections between the 
two along the Western Highway and rail corridor are important for access to work and education opportunities, but also to 
Melton City’s sense of identity and cohesion as a local community. 

Employment is concentrated in the town centres, retail precincts and industrial and business park areas.  Only 15 percent of 
Melton residents work in Melton, as shown in Figure 6. There are almost twice as many work trips to central Melbourne as 
within Melton, and more trips to neighbouring Brimbank than internal to Melton. The need to travel long distances to access 
employment is a key transport challenge for Melton because of the time and financial costs incurred by residents and the 
limited range of opportunities that can be accessed without a car. 

Although Caroline Springs and Melton account for the vast majority of population, there are a number of small population 
clusters in the municipality, notably Eynesbury, Rockbank and Diggers Rest, as well as a dispersed rural population in the 
growth corridor. These areas have different transport needs to Caroline Springs and Melton. 

 
Figure 6 Journey to work by destination local government area (Source: VISTA data, 2010-11) 

 

 

 

 

 

3.0 Demographic overview 
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Figure 7 2011 Population and Employment 
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3.2 Future population and employment 
The 2046 forecast population and employment1, shown on the map opposite, shows a transformative increase and spread of 
both population and employment within Melton. There will still be a high proportion of population and employment within the 
Melton and Caroline Springs area, but the most striking change is the infill of residential and employment land in the growth 
corridor between Melton and Caroline Springs. This future development is expected to be at a higher density than previously, 
with the result that areas such as Rockbank are forecast to have a higher population density than Melton and Caroline Springs 
in 2046. 

The Growth Corridor Plan also suggests that the way Melton will work from a transport perspective could be subtly different to 
today. There are expected to be three distinct clusters of land uses. The Outer Metropolitan Ring Transport Corridor is one of 
the most powerful shapers of this change. It is likely to be the strongest north-south connection and will shape the local 
transport networks on each side into separate networks, because although it will encourage transport movement along it, its 
width and limited access will make it difficult to cross except at the locations where bridges are provided. In response to this, 
town centres are located away from its route.  

To the Outer Metropolitan Ring Transport Corridor’s west will be a large area of residential land with a central employment 
area. Melton Township will become the western edge, Toolern its centre, and Rockbank at the eastern edge of this cluster. The 
Western Freeway and railway corridor is central to this large area of land, and importantly there are broadly similar land uses 
north and south of this corridor. This part of Melton may become like a small city in its own right, focused on Toolern – just as 
Melton Township is today but on a larger scale. 

On the eastern side of the Outer Metropolitan Ring Transport Corridor, the pattern is different. The land north of the Western 
Freeway forms an expanded residential area encompassing Caroline Springs. South of the Western Freeway, with the Western 
Intermodal Freight Terminal at its heart, is a major employment district. Here, the Freeway and railway will serve to separate 
the residential lands to the north from the employment lands to the south. This contrasts to the approach in the western half of 
the City of Melton, where they are the central unifying feature. 

The major transport characteristics that shape this plan are: 

- Melbourne Airport’s runways. These set the northern boundary of growth because of the noise impacts. The Melton 
Highway marks this boundary. 

- The Outer Metropolitan Ring Transport Corridor, which will be the highest capacity north-south connection through 
Melton, a critical freight route, a vital link to other regions, and a constraint on local travel. It will have a major region-
shaping effect, stimulating land use change and  

- The Western Highway and Melton Railway corridor, and the Calder Highway and Sunbury Rail Corridor. Together, these 
high capacity corridors become the central ‘spines’ for the corridors of land extended either side, although as outlined 
above they are both a unifying and dividing transport feature depending on the adjacent land uses. 

Aside from the main population cluster, there are two other population zones within the region at Eynesbury and Diggers Rest. 
There is also projected to be population spread more thinly across the remainder of the City of Melton. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 The forecast is based on the State Government’s Victoria in Future projection, with additional input from Melton City Council. 
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Figure 8 2046 Population and Employment 
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3.3 Demographic overview 
In 2011 Melton has a younger average population than metropolitan Melbourne. The comparison between the population age 
breakdown in Melton and Greater Melbourne is shown in Figure 9. 
Figure 9 City of Melton (inner ring) and Greater Melbourne (outer ring) 2011 demographic comparison 

 

Within Melton, there are a greater percentage of residents under the age of 20 (31%) than in Greater Melbourne (25%). By 
contrast, there is slightly smaller proportion of residents aged 20-24 (7% in Melton compared to 8% in Greater Melbourne) and 
in the senior age group (4% in Melton compared to 9% in greater Melbourne). These figures suggest that there is a higher 
proportion of young families in Melton than across Melbourne. Melton is a young community - there is a smaller proportion of 
seniors residing in Melton compared to the Greater Melbourne region. Even though Melton is a young community, the City of 
Melton is an attractive location for retirement villages and supported aged care facilities given the availability and price of land. 
There are a number of these facilities in the municipality. Their locations are often associated with lower incomes, higher socio-
economic disadvantage, and limited access to motor vehicles. These differences can be seen can be seen in the figures later 
in this report. 

The information in Figure 9 represents the population split at a point in time (2011), whilst the forecast population change and 
age split for the period from 2011 until 2046 is shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10 Demographic and population projection, population of the City of Melton to 2046 (Source: Victoria in Future and Council) 

 

Overall, the population of Melton is expected to increase by over 280,000 residents between 2011 and 2046 (from 112,169 in 
2011). The population growth is expected to be between 3.5% and 4% annually from 2011 until 2046. Up until 2031, the 
proportion of the population in each age group is expected to remain broadly constant. However, after 2031, there is a 
projected shift in the demographic profile of Melton, with growth in the population aged for further study (20-24) as well as the 
senior population (70 and over). However, the characteristics of Melton as a young community will remain, with only a small 
proportion of the population forecast to be aged over 70. 

The implications of this growth pattern for transport are that the transport system will need to accommodate an increasing 
number of commuter and education-related trips. Although the transport needs of specific groups such as seniors will be 
important, the main challenge for growth is to accommodate as many needs as possible in a transport network that will need to 
be able to accommodate significant peak demands. 
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3.4 Median weekly household incomes 
Median income (this section), socio-economic advantage (next section) and transport are closely related because of the 
important role private transport plays in our transport system. People’s capacity to afford suitable transport to support their 
desired lifestyle and provide access to opportunity is a key concern of a socially sustainable transport system. 

Melton has a complex pattern of income distribution, but there are two broadly distinct patterns which are mirror images of each 
other. In Melton Township, the central parts of the town are lower income (up to $1,000 median household income per week), 
but the surrounding estates and the hinterland are higher income areas (up to $2,000 median household income per week, with 
one estate recorded as greater than $2,000 median household income per week). In the Eastern Corridor the pattern is broadly 
the opposite; the suburban estates are higher income and the hinterland lower. But there is also much diversity within the broad 
clusters, with pockets of lower income in the Eastern Corridor and areas of higher income in Melton Township. 

The less densely populated regions are quite consistent in their median weekly household income, with the vast majority in the 
$1,000 to $1,500 per week bracket.  

The regions of zero weekly income located in the south east corner of the map are a prison precinct (in Ravenhall) and an 
undeveloped area (in Burnside). The areas in Taylors Hill and Burnside (in the Eastern Corridor) in the bracket $1 to $1000 
median household income per week are retirement villages, which contrasts with the more general land uses in this bracket in 
Melton Township. 
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Figure 11 Median weekly household income 
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3.5 Socio-economic index for areas 
The socio-economic index for areas combines a range of indicator of social advantage into a single measure. It allows for 
broad trends in socio-economic advantage to be identified. 

For the socio-economic index, the region can be broken into three very distinct areas; the Eastern Corridor, Melton Township 
and the hinterland. 

For the Eastern Corridor, a major residential and employment zone, there is a spread of index scores between 5 (average) and 
9 (most advantaged). Patches within Taylors Hill and Hillside are rated as amongst the most advantaged 20 percent of areas in 
Victoria. There are only a couple of small zones that have a score less than 5 in the SEIFA ratings.  

By contrast, Melton Township has a large area that is rated as amongst the least advantaged in Victoria, scoring 1 in the SEIFA 
index. In general the majority of the Melton region scores between 1 (least advantaged) and 5 (average), which is the opposite 
of the ratings of the Eastern Corridor. Melton South, between the town centre, Coburns Road, the railway station and Toolern 
Creek has the highest concentration of disadvantage. Rockbank township also has a concentration of disadvantage. 

In the hinterland region surrounding the Eastern Corridor and Melton, there is a range of scored between 4 and 9, however 
there are few residents in this zone.  

From a transport perspective, one of the most striking features of this distribution is that despite being transport and 
accessibility ‘rich’, Melton South has high socio-economic disadvantage. Melton South is close to the train station and the High 
Street activity centre, which in turn means it has good access to the bus services joining the two. It also has access to the 
Freeway. However, despite these advantages, the evidence is clear that these suburbs are amongst the least advantaged in 
Victoria. By contrast, the relatively remote community at Eynesbury experiences relative advantage. 

This shows that transport is an important element in broad trends of social advantage but clearly not the sole factor. However, it 
is important to note that within these broad trends there is substantial diversity amongst individuals and households with regard 
to transport need. 
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Figure 12 Socio-economic index for areas 
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The following posters summarise the outcomes of the first round of community consultation for the Melton Integrated Transport 
Strategy. 

The first poster, opposite, outlines the consultation activities undertaken in phase 1, highlighting: 

- Locations visited (e.g. Melton, Diggers Rest, Eynesbury, Rockbank, Caroline Springs) 

- Demographics (e.g. percentage of youth, indigenous community, seniors) 

- The ideas and vision the Melton community has for the future of Melton’s transport network. 

The second poster communicates the stories we heard from the community. This poster highlights good and bad points on 
each mode of transport, and captures the community’s assessment of the transport network’s performance on eight questions 
that reflect the Transport Integration Act. 

The third poster expands on the some of the key issues by location, showing the common themes across the municipality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.0 Overview of community perspectives 
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As part of the consultation process, a map was provided on the project website that users could drop ‘pins’ on to identify 
transport issues. 1,368 pins were dropped on the map by 240 users. Figure 13 opposite shows the location of all identified 
issues, and the three maps following show active transport, public transport and road-based transport issues. Table 8 
summarises the issues that were identified by ten or more website users. There are a number of themes that bring together the 
many site-specific issues shown on the map: 

- Active transport access to activity centres is a topic with high community interest. There are numerous identified network 
gaps and ideas for improvement. 

- Issues tend to cluster along the major arterial roads, reflecting their role as the most important corridors for all modes. 

- The Melton Highway attracted a lot of community interest for safety and congestion, and the idea of improvements to this 
important connection. 

- The intersection of Caroline Springs Boulevard, Christies Road and Western Highway is a focal point for community 
concern about congestion. 

- The reliance on one access route to Eynesbury generated substantial interest, with a desire for a second road and 
sustainable access improvement options. 

- Access to Melton Station is a key interest for all modes and across a wide range of potential issues and improvements. 

Further community and stakeholder perspectives on the specific issues associated with each mode of transport are included in 
the next section. 
Table 8 Location-specific issues raised by ten or more website users 

Locality Address (if applicable) Issue Mode No. of pins 

Eynesbury   Need a bus to Melton Public transport 55 

Melton Station Precinct   More frequent train services Public Transport 31 

Melton Township Waterford Estate Bus service needed Public Transport 27 

Melton Township Coburns Road and 
Western Fwy Congested intersection Car 25 

Melton Township Barries Road and 
Coburns Road Congested intersection Car 24 

Eynesbury Werribee River 

Build the shared trail 
between Melton and 
Werribee via Eynesbury or 
along Eynesbury Road 

Active (walking and cycling) 20 

Eynesbury   Need an alternate entry / exit 
to Eynesbury Car 19 

Melton Township High St and Coburns 
Rd 

Congested intersection - 
replace roundabout with 
traffic lights 

Car 19 

Melton Township Clarkes Road and 
Western Freeway 

Interchange is required at 
Clarkes Rd and Western Fwy Car 15 

Eastern Corridor Calder Park Drive Connect the road to 
Westwood Drive Car 14 

Eastern Corridor   More frequent bus services Public Transport 14 

Eastern Corridor Taylors Road More lanes required Car 13 

Eastern Corridor Caroline Springs Blvd 
Congestion at morning and 
evening peaks (southern 
end) 

Car 13 

Melton Station Precinct   
Improve connectivity 
between trains and buses - 
Melton Train Station 

Public Transport 13 

Locality Address (if applicable) Issue Mode No. of pins 

Melton Station Precinct   Duplicate the railway line Public Transport 12 

Toolern Vale   No bus service to Melton Public Transport 11 

Eastern Corridor   Caroline Springs Train 
Station needed Public Transport 11 

Eynesbury   Need a road to Werribee Car 10 
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Figure 13 Location of all transport issues  
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Figure 14 Location of active transport issues by category 
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Figure 15 Location of public transport issues by category 
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Figure 16 Location of road based transport issues by category 
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Table 9 summarises the features of the City of Melton’s transport system that were liked by online respondents.  The top five 
positive features for the City of Melton overall were the good network of roads and highways, good network of footpaths and 
cycles lanes, maintenance, affordability and safety.  

Figure 17 shows the percentage respondents for the top nine specific positive features, and others. These features were 
ranked similarly across the municipality, although there are some small differences between communities. For example, Melton 
Township and the Eastern Corridor had similar proportions of respondents for most features, but the Eastern Corridor 
respondents more often identified the good network of footpaths and cycle lanes, and the good network of roads and highways, 
and less often nominated affordability and safety. 
Table 9 The positive features of the City of Melton’s transport network, reported by online respondents 

Feature Melton 
Township 

Eastern 
Corridor Eynesbury External Diggers 

Rest Rural Grand 
Total 

Good network of roads and 
highways 66 22 13 6 4 3 114 
Good network of footpaths and 
cycle lanes 50 19 10 2 1 3 85 

Well maintained 40 16 11 4 2 1 74 

Affordable 46 11 13 1 2 
 

73 

Safe 45 9 12 1 1 1 69 

Accessible 38 8 7 3 3 
 

59 

Other 23 9 11 4 2 2 51 

Good train service 22 7 9 
 

1 1 40 

Reliable 16 3 5 4 1 
 

29 

Connected 17 3 4 2 1 
 

27 

Convenient 16 3 1 2 1 
 

23 

Good bus service 14 5 
 

1 1 1 22 

Fast 12 3 3 2 1 
 

21 

Coordinated services 11 2 5 
   

18 

Frequent 4 3 4 1 
  

12 

Grand Total 420 123 108 33 21 12 717 

Figure 17 Comparison of percentage of responses identifying positive features across the City of Melton 
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Table 10 summarises the issues with the City of Melton’s transport system that were identified by online respondents.  The top 
five issues for the City of Melton overall were delivery, car dependence, lack of trains, infrequent (public transport) services and 
lack of buses. 

Figure 18 shows the percentage respondents for the top nine specific positive features, and others. There was substantial 
variability between locations for identified issues. In Melton Township and the Eastern Corridor, congestion was an issue but 
this was not reported elsewhere in the municipality. Lack of trains was also particularly emphasised in Melton Township. The 
need to drive to most places was emphasised particularly strongly in Eynesbury, but was identified as an issue by a smaller 
percentage of respondents from Melton Township. 
Table 10 Issues with the City of Melton’s transport network, reported by online respondents 

Issue Melton 
Township 

Eastern 
Corridor Eynesbury External Diggers 

Rest Rural Grand 
Total 

Delivery not keeping 
up with growth 64 17 15 4 3 4 107 
Requires people to 
drive most places 41 19 26 6 3 2 97 

Not enough trains 73 9 6 4 2 
 

94 

Infrequent services 55 16 5 4 3 1 84 

Not enough buses 25 6 16 3 3 2 55 
Takes me a long time 
to get anywhere 32 10 6 

 
2 

 
50 

Poor coverage 20 5 9 3 
 

2 39 

Congested 23 8 
    

31 

Overcrowded 19 3 3 1 
  

26 
Not enough footpaths 
and cycling lanes 9 4 5 2 3 

 
23 

Not enough roads 
and highways 8 2 11 

  
1 22 

Poorly coordinated 9 5 
 

2 
  

16 

Inconvenient 5 4 3 2 1 
 

15 

Unreliable 10 2 1 
   

13 

Expensive 5 7 
 

1 
  

13 

Poorly maintained 10 2 
    

12 

Unsafe 6 3 
 

1 
  

10 

Other 6 1 2 
 

1 
 

10 

Grand Total 420 123 108 33 21 12 717 
 

Figure 18 Comparison of percentage of responses identifying issues across the City of Melton 
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5.1 Network and destinations 
Figure 20 shows the overall transport network and important destinations in the City of Melton. Key destinations in the City of 
Melton include the main activity centres at Woodgrove, Melton High Street and Caroline Springs town centre, schools, early 
childhood facilities like kindergartens and maternal and child health centres, and community facilities. There is a small 
university campus in Melton South, although its range of courses is limited. 

Most of Melton’s major destinations as outlined above are located adjacent to major arterial or collector roads. This means they 
have generally high levels of accessibility by private vehicle. Schools are an exception, often placed on a secondary or local 
road. 

The map also highlights the SmartRoads Road Use Hierarchy to summarise the key management direction for the road 
network. The Western Freeway is a preferred traffic route, with Hopkins Road, Melton Highway, Western Highway and 
Gisborne Road classed as ‘other traffic routes’. Station Road and Exford Road, Coburns Road, Rockbank Middle Road and 
Caroline Springs Road are bicycle priority roads, with the main bus routes identified as bus priority routes. 

Traffic volume trends on Melton’s major arterial roads over the past 10 years are shown in Figure 19. There has been a 
consistent slow growth of vehicles on most arterial roads, but the most conspicuous growth has been on the Western Freeway 
and the Deer Park Bypass. This route is a major interstate road freight route towards Adelaide. 

Important established regional destinations include Victoria University campuses at Sunshine, Footscray and St Albans, 
Watergardens activity centre, and hospitals in Footscray, Sunshine, Werribee and Bacchus Marsh. Neighbouring towns and 
suburbs are also important destinations, such as Gisborne, Sunbury, Laverton, Bacchus Marsh and Werribee. Important 
destinations for journeys to and from work and education include the municipalities of Brimbank, Hume, Wyndham, and 
Melbourne in particular. Regional destinations are shown on Figure 22. Current travel for work and education, as measured by 
the Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity (VISTA) in 2012, is shown in Table 11 and Table 12 respectively and 
summarised in Figure 21. 

In the medium and longer term, the Toolern activity centre, Western Industrial Precinct and the Western Intermodal Freight 
Terminal and its associated land uses will provide potentially accessible clusters of jobs closer to Melton than Melbourne’s 
CBD. These will be complemented by the emerging Sunshine Employment Cluster and the East Werribee Employment 
Precinct, identified in Plan Melbourne. These employment clusters may help to reduce the amount of travel undertaken by 
Melton residents. 

Community and stakeholder perspectives 

Community feedback focused strongly on gaps in the public transport and active transport network. For the road network, 
congestion hotspots at key intersections on Coburns Road were frequently identified; other arterial roads also had congestion 
identified along them. Intersections were one of the most commonly raised issues for traffic generally, and nearly all safety-
related concerns were associated with them. Schools and railway stations were also identified as problematic locations. 

The single road to Eynesbury was highlighted, with a desire for a road network connection south to Werribee and an alternative 
connection to Melton, to improve access and provide an alternative route should the existing road be closed for any reason. 

Stakeholders emphasised the importance of the regional destinations outside Melton, particularly the proposed major 
employment areas at Sunshine, Western Intermodal Freight Terminal and East Werribee, and ensuring that the general road 
and freight transport network develops to serve these emerging destinations. The road network was perceived as currently 
performing well.  The capability of existing roads to meet rapidly increasing demand is a strategic concern, with the rural roads 
and the Melton Highway identified as potential future issues. 

 

Figure 19 Average annual daily traffic across the previous 10 years (source: VicRoads) 
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Figure 20 Key destinations and the SmartRoads Road User Hierarchy 
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Table 11 Main origins and destinations for travel for work (Source: VISTA survey) 

Direction of travel Local Government Area Number of employment trips on an average weekday 

Within City of Melton Melton 4,500  

To these places from City of Melton 

Melbourne 8,300  

Brimbank 4,900  

Hume 2,600  

Hobsons Bay 2,500  

Moonee Valley 2,300  

Port Phillip 1,800  

Maribyrnong 1,300  

Wyndham 1,300  

Whitehorse 1,300  

From these places to City of Melton 

Wyndham 2,500  

Brimbank 800  

Hume 600  

Hobsons Bay 400  

Moonee Valley 200  
 
 
Table 12 Main origins and destinations for travel for education (Source: VISTA survey) 

Direction of travel Local Government Area Number of education trips on an average school day 

Within City of Melton Melton 13,100  

To these places from City of 
Melton 

Brimbank 4,000  

Melbourne 800  

Hume 200  

Hobsons Bay 200  

Maribyrnong 200  

From these places to City of 
Melton 

Brimbank 3,800  

Hume 200  
 

Figure 21 Summary chart of Melton-related employment and education trips on a typical weekday 
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Figure 22 Regional network and destinations 
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5.2 Active transport network 
The most universal mode of transport available in a community is walking, and one of the lowest cost transport modes is 
cycling. Active transport also offers social and health benefits. Figure 23 shows the extent of the pedestrian footpath network in 
the City of Melton, the shared trail network, the bicycle priority routes in the SmartRoads network, and the Principal Bicycle 
Network. It is noted that: 

- Many of the residential dead end streets do not have separate footpaths. Although these streets have low traffic volumes 
generally, the lack of footpaths could reduce access. 

- Low-density areas such as parts of Brookfield also do not have footpaths. 

- Some streets have footpaths only on one side. 

- Footpath networks in ‘leapfrog’ developments that are not adjacent to the established built up area are not always 
connected to the main network. 

- The cycle network is generally well integrated with the footpath network. 

- The shared path network skirts the edge of the activity centres in Melton Township, and has gaps in its coverage along 
the creeklines, but the network provides good connectivity within Caroline Springs. 

- There are no bicycle lanes along High Street within the activity centre. 

- The Principal Bicycle Network includes routes that have not yet been constructed, such as the proposed path along the 
Werribee River to Wyndham. 

 

Community and stakeholder perspectives 

The community identified numerous gaps in the active transport network in Melton, in particular identifying arterial roads as 
unsafe for cycling. There is a lack of safe connections between the City’s settlements, for example from Melton Township to 
Eynesbury, Rockbank, Diggers Rest, Toolern Vale and the Eastern Corridor. More pedestrian crossings were identified as 
needed in town centres, close to general stores and shops, and on arterial and collector roads. Despite these issues, though, 
the active transport network was also considered to be one of the good features of Melton’s transport system. 

Supporting facilities for walking and cycling were also suggested, such as more drinking taps, public toilets and lighting along 
paths.  

Stakeholders identified that the active transport network in Melton has gaps around the Region’s activity centres. The ‘last 
100m’ is often not well provided, with access to Woodgrove Shopping Centre and Melton High Street nominated as examples. 
There is broad stakeholder support for a regional-scale trail network, with the Growth Corridor Plan seen as the means for its 
delivery. 
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Figure 23 Walk and cycle paths 
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5.3 Public Transport 
5.3.1 Melton rail line 

The Ballarat rail line bisects the City of Melton east west, serving Melton, Rockbank and (from 2016) Caroline Springs / 
Ravenhall enroute to Sunshine, Footscray and central Melbourne. 

The line is unelectrified and served by V/Line trains. Between Ballarat and Ravenhall it is single track with occasional passing 
loops. From Ravenhall to Southern Cross the line is double track, and operates separate to metropolitan electric services. 

Outside the peak services shown in the tables below, services are typically hourly at Melton on weekdays and every 90 
minutes on weekends. Only every second train stops at Rockbank. The single track section limits the number of train services 
that can be provided from Melbourne towards Melton in the morning and from Melton towards Melbourne in the evening peak. 
In the morning peak, outbound trains arrive at Melton about every 50 minutes. In the evening peak there is no citybound train 
from Melton for over two hours, between 4:38pm and 6:55pm. 

Despite the single track, Ballarat corridor services are generally slightly more punctual than the V/Line network generally, as 
shown in Figure 24. However, Ballarat services are somewhat less reliable than V/Line’s network overall (Figure 25). The dips 
in January and June may be associated with school holiday line closures for Regional Rail Link works. 

Trains arriving in the city between 7:30am and 9:30am are close to fully loaded (Table 13), with little room for growth to be 
accommodated on the current services. Evening services have somewhat more spare capacity at present (Table 14). 

Service improvements are expected on the Melton line in April 2015 as part of the Regional Rail Link’s full implementation. A 
new passing loop at Rowsley, expected to be implemented around November 2015, is also expected to allow the introduction 
of an evening peak Ballarat – Melton – Melbourne train service. 

A significant challenge with the Melton rail line is that its stations are located up to 3km from key destinations like Melton High 
Street, Woodgrove and Caroline Springs Town Centre. Well timed and convenient bus connections are therefore unusually 
important, but with limited resources these are usually organised to focus on travel in the dominant direction – in this case 
Melbourne. As a result, a trip within Melton can have one good and one poor connection. Good connections are usually 
provided from bus to Melbourne-bound train and from Melton-bound train to bus; but the connection from a bus to a Melton-
bound train, and from a Melbourne-bound train to a bus to Caroline Springs, is more difficult to plan. 
Table 13 Summary of AM peak services and crowding – Melton Line (August 2014) 

 From Melton Stations Served Arrives City  Seats   Average capacity (August 2014)   
 Bacchus Marsh Melton, Rockbank  05:55  207 50% 
 Bacchus Marsh Melton, Rockbank  06:36  214 67% 
 Wendouree Melton  06:48  366 79% 
 Bacchus Marsh Melton, Rockbank  07:09  370 40% 
 Bacchus Marsh Melton, Rockbank  07:49  429 95% 
 Bacchus Marsh Melton, Rockbank  08:02  376 88% 
 Bacchus Marsh Melton, Rockbank  08:25  367 77% 
 Bacchus Marsh Melton, Rockbank  08:37  367 88% 
 Bacchus Marsh Melton  09:07  250 100% 
 Ararat Melton  09:52  437 72% 

 
Table 14 Summary of PM peak services and crowding – Melton Line (August 2014) 

Departs City  To Melton Stations Served Seats Average capacity (August 2014)   
 15:20  Wendouree Rockbank, Melton  394 86% 
 15:40  Melton Rockbank, Melton  215 51% 
 16:14  Bacchus Marsh  Rockbank, Melton  376 71% 
 16:45  Bacchus Marsh Rockbank, Melton  424 73% 
 17:13  Bacchus Marsh Rockbank, Melton  366 88% 
 17:26  Bacchus Marsh Rockbank, Melton  367 62% 
 17:48  Bacchus Marsh  Melton  380 61% 
 18:06  Bacchus Marsh Rockbank, Melton  218 86% 
 18:25  Ararat Melton  359 87% 

Figure 24 Punctuality performance – Ballarat corridor services, and V/Line Network August 2013 to August 2014 (Source: PTV) 

 
Figure 25 Service delivery performance – Ballarat corridor services, and V/Line Network August 2013 to August 2014 (Source: PTV) 
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5.3.2 Sunbury rail line 

The Sunbury rail line provides metropolitan rail services to Diggers Rest, providing a connection to Sunbury, Watergardens, 
Sunshine and Footscray into central Melbourne. 

At the height of the morning peak, Diggers Rest has a 12 minute service to Melbourne, and a 15 minute PM peak service from 
Melbourne, with slightly fewer services to and from Sunbury. At most offpeak and weekend times, the service runs every 40 
minutes, but is reduced to hourly after 7pm. 

The Sunbury line was, until July 2014, consistently less punctual than the rest of the Metro network. However, the 
commissioning of separate tracks for Ballarat and Bendigo services between Sunshine and the City in July resulted in an 
immediate improvement in performance, as shown in Figure 28. The service is generally reliable, as shown in Figure 29. 

Timetable changes in October 2011 and May 2013 have reduced the Sunbury line’s former significant overcrowding, although 
crowding persists on some services. Service improvements are expected on the Sunbury line in April 2015 as part of the 
Regional Rail Link’s full implementation. 
Figure 26 Summary of AM peak services and crowding – Sunbury Line (August 2014) 

 
Figure 27 Summary of PM peak services and crowding – Sunbury Line (August 2014) 

 

Figure 28 Punctuality performance – Sunbury services, and Metro Network August 2013 to August 2014 (Source: PTV) 

 

 

Figure 29 Service delivery performance – Sunbury services, and Metro Network August 2013 to August 2014 (Source: PTV) 
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5.3.3 Bus services 

The City of Melton’s daytime bus network, including a 400m coverage buffer showing the typical walking catchment for bus 
services, is shown in the next map. Table 15 summarises the current services. All services run daily, except the 483 through 
Diggers Rest and NightRider, although the start and finish times vary. 
Table 15 Summary of bus services in Melton 

Route Description Headway summary 

215 Caroline Springs – Highpoint Hourly 

216 Caroline Springs – Brighton Beach 30~40 minutes 

400 Sunshine Station – Laverton Station 40 minutes 

418 St Albans Station – Caroline Springs 40~60 minutes 

453 Melton – Melton Station via Brookfield 50~60 minutes 

455 Micasa Rise / Roslyn Park – Melton Station 50~60 minutes 

456 Sunshine – Melton 30~55 minutes 

457 Melton – Melton Station via Melton West 30~60 minutes 

458 Kurunjang – Melton Station 30~60 minutes 

459 Arnolds Creek – Melton Station via Westlake 30~60 minutes 

460 Watergardens Station – Caroline Springs Hourly 

461 Watergardens Station – Caroline Springs via Taylors Hill 40 minutes 

462 Watergardens Station – Caroline Springs Hourly 

476 Moonee Ponds – Hillside via Keilor 40 minutes 

483 Moonee Ponds – Sunbury via Diggers Rest Irregular, about every 80 minutes.  

942 Melbourne – Sunbury (NightRider) 3 trips from City, one to City (weekend early mornings) 

943 Melbourne – Melton (NightRider) 30 minutes, from Deer Park (connection from City) 
 

There are a number of issues with the bus network in the City of Melton: 

- Gaps in coverage: There are three main types of coverage gap in the City of Melton:: 

 newly developed areas where bus services have not been extended in a timely way to align with development, such 
as parts of Melton West, Brookfield, Toolern and Taylors Hill 

 established areas which have unfavourable road networks that prevent bus services being provided, including parts 
of Taylors Hill and Kurunjang 

 satellite areas which are considered to lack the population to warrant a bus service, for example Eynesbury 

- Gaps in connectivity: there are various strategic connections that are not currently provided by the bus network: 

 There is no direct connection between Melton Township and Watergardens activity centre. Instead, it is necessary to 
travel via Deer Park or Sunshine to make this connection.  

 There is no direct connection between Melton Township and Sunbury. This trip requires a connection via Sunshine. 

 There is no direct connection between Melton’s communities and destinations in Wyndham. The nearest link is from 
Deer Park to Laverton. 

- Gaps in accessibility: Even where a bus service is provided, it is sometimes unsafe to access. Rockbank provides a 
case study of this problem (see callout box on this page). 

- Gaps in ease of use: There are various features of the City of Melton’s bus network that can make the service hard to 
use: 

 Recent bus service changes in Brimbank make it easier to get to Watergardens via Deer Park, but service 
information doesn’t explain how to use these connections. 

 The 456 and 460 services have diversions that only operate at some times of day. 

 There are slightly different terminuses used by buses in Caroline Springs and Burnside. For example, Route 216 
terminates in Burnside and Route 462 at the corner of Rockbank Middle Road and Caroline Springs Boulevard, 
although the other services in the Eastern Corridor terminate at Caroline Springs Town Centre.  

 Bus services in Melton township follow complex routes, even when they serve similar destinations. For example, 
Route 453 and Route 457 both connect Melton Station to Melton High Street via Woodgrove Shopping Centre. 
However Route 453 serves Brookfield and runs around the western side of Woodgrove Shopping Centre, while 
Route 457 serves Melton West and runs straight down Coburns Road. 

 The NightRider bus service follows a different route to daytime services. 

 

Case study: Access to public transport in Rockbank 
Although mapping shows Rockbank has access to public transport, with a railway station and Route 456 buses operating every 
30 to 55 minutes, access to public transport is actually very difficult.  

The bus stops are located on the freeway and the Leakes Road interchange ramps. Pedestrians need to risk crossing the 
freeway where traffic is travelling at high speeds, or walk up to 3 kilometres to get to the safer stop at Leakes Road (Figure 30). 

The railway station is located away from the main part of the township, and there is no constructed footpath access. (Figure 31) 
Figure 30 Rockbank bus stop on far side of freeway (left); Leakes Road stop with town in the distance (right). 

 
Figure 31 Unmade access track to Rockbank Railway Station 
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Figure 32 Bus services and patronage 
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Community and stakeholder perspectives on public transport 

The public transport network was the subject of the majority of community comment, with many issues raised about train and 
bus services. 

Key themes included: 

- Network coverage:  The community identified a need for more bus services to connect Melton’s communities to each 
other and to key destinations outside Melton. Missing links included between Melton and Watergardens, Melton and 
Diggers Rest, Melton and Sunbury, access to Sunshine, services for Eynesbury and Toolern Vale, direct connections 
from Melton Township to central Bacchus Marsh, connections between Hillside and Caroline Springs, and services to 
Laverton and Gisborne. Specific suburbs and estates with identified gaps included Brookfield. Waterford, and Riverina 
estate. The revised bus network in Melton Township received positive feedback from some community members. 

- Frequency: community feedback is that hourly services are not frequent enough to meet community needs, either for 
trains or buses. Frequency of service was repeatedly raised across the whole municipality. 

- Coordination: Coordination between train and bus services was regularly identified as poor. 
- Performance: the punctuality and reliability of both the train service and bus services was raised as an issue across the 

municipality. 
- Infrastructure quality: a lack of bus shelters, vandalism, poor signage, potholed carparks, and lack of lighting 

contributing to a sense of poor personal safety were identified as issues at both train stations and bus stops. 
 

Electrification of the Melton Railway Line was suggested as a solution by some members of the community to the issues with 
the rail service, although others emphasised increased services enabled by track duplication as the priority. Requests for ‘more 
bus services’ were widespread across the municipality.  

Stakeholders echoed many of these concerns, but also raised some of the practical challenges of providing services in the City 
of Melton. Stakeholders suggested prioritising the duplication of the railway and the provision of increased V/Line services 
before electrification as a way of achieving improved rail services earlier. The railway is recognised as the backbone of the 
public transport network and critical to its success. 

Improved bus services are supported in principle by many stakeholders, but it was noted that road network layout, out of 
sequence development, location of the urban growth boundary, railway station locations and inconsistent train timetable were 
barriers to quickly addressing some of the identified issues. The road network and out of sequence development makes it 
difficult in places to design efficient bus routes. The urban growth boundary along the Melton Highway means that a bus route 
along it would have a limited catchment, even though the destinations at each end are significant. The out-of-town railway 
station locations and inconsistent train timetable make providing all the needed connections difficult. 

 

5.4 Motor vehicle ownership 
Figure 33 compares motor vehicle ownership in Melton with Melbourne generally. The City of Melton has significantly more 
households with ownership of two motor vehicles or more than Greater Melbourne as a whole. 

The next three maps show: areas of low motor vehicle ownership – zero and 1 motor vehicle households (Figure 34); high 
motor vehicle ownership where there are 4 or more motor vehicles per household (Figure 35); and an estimate of the average 
number of motor vehicles per household (Figure 36). 

In a one-car household, if the vehicle is being used typically to access employment, then any other household residents will be 
dependent on non-motorised or public transport, if it is available. Households with high numbers of motor vehicles may not 
have limited access to transport, but could be experiencing high costs of maintaining and operating their transport which may 
restrict their actual use of motor vehicles. 

There is a strong correlation between the areas of lower income, socio-economic advantage and low vehicle ownership. In 
Melton South and Rockbank, more than half the households have access to only one motor vehicle at best. By contrast, areas 
of Brookfield, Kurunjang, and the low-density Sugar Gum Drive subdivision in Hillside have more than 1 in 5 households with 
four or more registered motor vehicles in a suburban context. (The high numbers of households with multiple motor vehicles in 
rural areas could include agricultural vehicles.) The eastern estate in Kurunjang is particularly interesting, because comparison 
with the income map presented previously shows this area falls into the middle range of income brackets whereas Brookfield 
and Hillside are in higher brackets, suggesting this may be an area where transport cost pressure from ‘forced car ownership’ 
could be highest. 
Figure 33 Motor vehicle ownership in Melton (Source: Census, 2011) 

 

Community and stakeholder perspectives 

The community feedback indicates that Melton residents recognise the reliance on the car for transport in the City of Melton. 
The feedback confirms most people also see this as a problem, and there is support for efficient and effective alternatives. 

Stakeholders also generally recognised that there are few alternatives to car travel in Melton presently. In the short or medium 
term, there are opportunities to reallocate road or parking space to encourage use of alternative modes at specific locations like 
Melton High Street.  

It was recognised by stakeholders and the community that at the moment, congestion in Melton is fairly low and parking is free 
and abundant. It may be difficult to persuade many motorists to change their travel, even if improved alternatives are provided.  
However, the community strongly emphasised the need for better public transport, walking and cycling options for people who 
cannot drive as well as the community as a whole. 
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Figure 34 Percentage of households with one or fewer motor vehicles 
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Figure 35 Percentage of households with four or more motor vehicles 
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Figure 36 Estimated average motor vehicle ownership by household 
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5.5 Travel patterns and behaviour 
The four charts presented in Figures 38 to 41 display data from the Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity (VISTA). 
VISTA is a household travel survey based dataset, reporting in detail how residents travel. Opposite is a chart from the 2011 
Census showing how people travel to work. Key observations from the data include: 

- Car dependency: Melton residents use cars for 85 percent of their weekday trips, either as driver or passenger, both for 
their journeys to work and for travel generally. By comparison, walking accounts for 7 percent of weekday trips, although 
not generally to work; and train 5 percent, with a slightly stronger share of trips to work. Together, driving, train travel and 
walking account for 97 percent of travel. Weekends are even more car dependent, with 92 percent of trips by car as either 
driver or passenger. 
The high number of weekend car passenger trips could be reflective of Melton’s young population, with non-drivers being 
given lifts to social and recreational opportunities. 
Compared to greater Melbourne, in Melton approximately 12 percentage points more travel to work is by car as either 
driver or passenger. 

- Cycling has potential to grow: Despite the generally cycle-friendly flat landscape of Melton, cycling as a mode of 
transport is not significant in Melton. There is almost no cycling reported in the survey on weekdays, with negligible 
journeys to work by bike in the census, and only a small amount on weekends, suggesting it is almost unused as a 
transport mode. 

- Constrained time budgets for travel: On weekdays, the journey to work is a dominant trip purpose, although shopping 
and transporting passengers are also important. On weekdays, there are many short trips of up to five kilometres, as well 
as a cluster of trips of between 20 and 40 kilometres – consistent with travel to employment in inner Melbourne. On the 
weekend, where shopping, social and recreational trips are the dominant activity, the longer trips cluster around 40 
kilometres; yet despite these different distance profiles the average duration of trips is similar across the week. 
This shows that average travel speeds are significantly less on weekdays, highlighting the impact of congestion. People 
are willing to travel further on weekends when travel times are faster. Nevertheless, the median trip duration is 
approximately 15 minutes. 

Community perspectives 

Community members who participated in the online survey reported their mode of transport for journeys to work. The survey 
participants differed from the Melton community as measured in the Census as follows: 

- Around 60 percent of survey respondents travelled by car, about 16 percentage points lower than reported in the census. 

- 24 percent of survey respondents travelled by train. This is about 20 percentage points higher than reported in the 
census. 

- 7 percent of survey respondents travelled by bus. By comparison the Census showed only 0.7 percent of journeys to work 
were by bus. 

- Walking to work matched the census at 1 percent of respondents, and cycling was a small share of respondents in both 
the census and the survey. 

The online survey attracted a higher proportion of people who commute by public transport than representative of the 
community overall. 

 

 
Figure 37 2011 Census: Method of Travel to Work data 
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Figure 38 Main mode of travel in City of Melton, 2009-10, by day type (Source: VISTA) 

 

 
Figure 39 Main purpose of travel in City of Melton, 2009-10, by day type (Source: VISTA) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40 Average distance of travel in City of Melton, 2009-10, by day type (Source: VISTA) 

 

 
Figure 41 Average duration of travel in City of Melton, 2009-10, by day type (Source: VISTA) 
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6.0 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 
Figure 42 presents an overview of the identified strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to transport in Melton. 

In terms of the Transport Integration Act, key elements of this assessment are: 

- Car orientation is an issue of social and economic inclusion foremost, but with risks around economic prosperity and 
environmental sustainability. At the moment, Melton’s car-oriented transport system actually works relatively well in itself. 
Major arterial roads and bypasses are already in place, and there is relatively limited congestion in the City of Melton 
itself. Land use planning has ensured there is plenty of space for parking. However, life without access to a car in Melton 
is challenging and closely associated with social disadvantage and the attractiveness of car-oriented lifestyles could 
rapidly deteriorate if congestion increases with urban growth. The high rates of car reliance are shown in the statistics, but 
the more subtle effect of subdivision layouts and site-specific planning means that many locations are arranged primarily 
around access by car. 

- There is a weak active and public transport network. The rail service to Melton relies on limited single-track 
infrastructure. This constrains the ability to supply public transport and has meant that commuter travel to central 
Melbourne has been prioritised over wider accessibility and internal connections within Melton. Bus services are not 
comprehensive, with coverage gaps and low frequencies. The active transport network is discontinuous and disjointed. As 
a result, employees can’t access employment opportunities in Melton itself; the poor regional public transport accessibility 
discourages business development in key precincts like Toolern, constraining the economic prosperity of Melton. 
The lack of accessibility and internal connections within Melton and to adjacent activity centres like Watergardens 
severely curtails access to social and economic opportunities, particularly work and education. 
 

Community and stakeholder perspectives 

The community recognises that Melton’s transport network works well at the moment, provided you have a car. The road 
network and congestion levels were generally seen as one of the best things about transport in Melton. Some areas also 
nominated the walking and cycling network as a positive feature, and that transport is affordable. 

Public transport services were consistently considered the worst aspect of transport in Melton, with an emphasis on 
connections, frequency and coverage. Congestion is an emerging issue in the Eastern Corridor and Melton Township. 

The community thought most positively about having transport options to access places and activities, and being able to 
choose the most suitable mode for each trip. There were strongly negative opinions about the transport system responding 
adequately to growth, providing alternatives to the car and being a positive aspect of life in Melton.  

Stakeholders considered that development was being met in Melton somewhat more effectively that in some other growth 
areas. The ‘tidal’ characteristics of Melton’s transport system as a weakness, because of the need for infrastructure to meet 
peak demand whilst counter-peak infrastructure is underused; travel needs to be distributed in a more balanced way, including 
consideration of north-south connections. The close spacing of the Western Freeway and Melton Rail corridor raise some 
design and land use challenges because of the different desired outcomes around stations and freeway interchanges. Melton’s 
large growth area is both a challenge and a great opportunity to build an effective grid network of arterial roads to support 
public transport services, choose the right transport initiatives and deliver them well, although the different phasing of growth 
areas is a challenge for public transport development. 

 
Figure 42 SWOT analysis summary 

Strengths – what Melton’s transport system does well

- Car travel
- Long distance freight 
- Has rail lines which can be improved
- Bypasses 
- Planning for future roads
- Planning for future railway stations
- Road connections to neighbouring areas

Weaknesses – what Melton’s transport system does poorly

- Quantity of infrastructure and services in growing areas
- Because of the land use patterns, the transport system cannot 
minimise the need and distance to travel, particularly to access jobs 
- Some areas designed only around car use
- Running new bus services soon after development occurs
- Public transport for smaller communities and to some other regions
- Providing walking and cycling links to smaller communities 
- Options for people with limited mobility
- Congestion hotspots
- Overcrowding on trains
- Infrequent trains
- Connections between buses, and between buses and trains
- Providing a competitive economic advantage for business

Opportunities – things we can improve in transport

- Prioritising transport improvements based on highest need or 
disadvantage
- Providing more jobs locally so people can travel less and choose 
not to drive
- Disability access
- Running more trains and buses
- Making streets and paths more pleasant to walk along
- Filling gaps in networks
- Connecting transport modes better
- Reducing the need for households to own multiple cars
- Increasing opportunities for people to live close to high quality 
public transport and activity centres

Threats – things that could make transport worse

- Slow transport development despite population growth
- Increasing congestion at railway level crossings
- Relying on the Western and Calder Freeways to get to most of 
Melbourne
- Poorly designed infrastructure that impacts on residents
- Increasing the price of transport
- Spoiling town centres with too many cars and too much parking
- Ageing population with changing needs that aren’t met
- Over-investment in one transport mode or project
- Planned local jobs do not eventuate, meaning people have to travel 
further
- Putting important land uses like houses, jobs and community 
services in hard-to-reach locations
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7.0 Good practice in local transport strategies 
As part of the background review, stakeholders were asked to nominate local government transport strategies that had been 
influential and effective. 

Each recommended strategy has been reviewed for its strengths and opportunities to improve it, based on stakeholder 
feedback about what made the strategies influential and effective. This review is summarised in the table opposite. 

Based on a review of these strategies, key elements of a good transport strategy are: 

- Clear alignment with the overarching state policy framework: this means considering the higher-level objectives of 
transport at a local scale. Policy and objectives should be aligned with the state; this does not necessarily mean, however, 
that local strategies need to endorse particular projects if a different weight is placed on policy and objectives. 

- Separation of strategies and actions: a good strategy distinguishes between the long-term strategic goal and the 
specific actions identified at the time of preparation to advance towards the strategic goal. This recognises that many 
strategic goals will take a long time, and many individual actions, to fully realise. Although the priority and need for 
particular actions can change in the short term, the strategies can be lasting directions. 

- Visual: good strategies make extensive use of maps, tables and diagrams to keep the strategy simple and easy to use. 

- Concise: a good transport strategy is concise. For example, Darebin Council’s strategy is 32 pages and identifies 38 
actions, relating to broad themes of land use and development, public transport, walking and cycling, the road network, 
education and marketing, and ‘making it happen’ (implementation). A one-page summary of the key directions and actions 
is a good feature. 

- Accountable: some stakeholders considered a good local government transport strategy would strike a balance between 
advocacy and Council direct action. 

The strategies review fall into two broad styles – those that include background information and those that keep background 
information separate. The more concise documents tend not to include much background information, focusing only on the 
elements that tell the strategic story in the Integrated Transport Strategy. This is an important choice for the style of the final 
Integrated Transport Strategy for the City of Melton. 

‘Best practice’ in preparation of a local transport strategy would be to provide a strategy nearly as concise as Darebin’s, but 
with clearer policy integration for each proposed strategy, with selective background information supporting the key strategic 
directions.  

 
Table 16 Local transport strategies recommended by Melton Integrated Transport Strategy stakeholders 

Strategy reviewed Strengths Opportunities to improve 

Western Melbourne Transport Strategy - Clear alignment with policy and 
legislative framework 

- Comprehensive consideration of 
modes 

- Integrated treatment of public 
transport 

- Long term strategic directions 
about what goals transport should 
contribute to achieving 

- Distinct transport actions and 
projects supporting the strategies 

- Supported by state decision 
making agencies 

- Long (71 pages) 
- More than 10,000 words, more 

technical in style. 
- Modal structure meant that 

strategic issues were dealt with 
modally as well. 

- Project profiles could have been 
separated out into a supporting 
volume. 

“Going Places” Darebin Transport 
Strategy 2007-2027  

- Concise – 32 pages, less than 
10,000 words 

- Well presented 
- Entirely focused on Council’s 

actions, including advocacy 
- Simple implementation program 

- No specific targets, other than 
public transport supply 

- Council policy and actions not 
explicitly tied back to State policy 

Hume Integrated Land and Transport 
Strategy (HILATS) 2011-2020 

- Somewhat concise – 48 pages 
- Separate Action Plan for four year 

programme – 24 pages 
- Colour coding of strategies, 

actions and advocacy tasks 

- Long – nearly 15,000 words 
- Colour coding throughout the 

document becomes confusing 
- Background information almost 

entirely removed from final 
Strategy, meaning there is little 
context to most strategies 

- Council policy and actions not 
explicitly tied back to State policy 

City of Melbourne Transport Strategy 
2012 

- Comprehensive 
- Data rich 
- Based on extensive community 

consultation 

- Long, but City of Melbourne’s 
complexity means this is hard to 
avoid 

Integrated Transport Strategy 2014 
Whittlesea 

- Clear structure of objectives, 
guiding principles, issues 
identification, action areas and 
actions. 

- Specific consideration of 
community transport 

- Text heavy, only a small number of 
maps used in the report. 

- ‘Policy’ based around mode rather 
than outcome 

- Very long (86 pages, 20,000 
words) and difficult to read.  

Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy - One page executive summary 
- Distinction between ‘themes’ 

(modes and land use) and strategy 
- Simple vision and framework 

- Land use planning follows 
transport in this strategy, but could 
be seen as leading 
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8.0 Next steps 
In the next phase of the Melton Integrated Transport Strategy, the potential directions and suggested initiatives from this phase 
of the study will be analysed further and a ‘toolkit’ of potential policies, strategies and actions developed. 

Further community consultation will be an important part of the next steps. The proposed program is shown below in Figure 43. 
Figure 43 Overview of Melton Integrated Transport Strategy program 

 


